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Mosaics have been used around the 
world for thousands of years in artistic 

and cultural installations. From 4th century 
Greece to the 20th century New York subway, 
mosaics are a visual feast for the eyes. In the 
US, mosaics that adorned the New York 
City subway system created a novel form of 
practical art. Since then, craftsmen working 
with porcelain mosaic tiles are filling the 
demand for creative patterns and designs in 
homes and public buildings.

Today, Subway Mosaics provides tiles 
that honor our history and revitalize our 

past. Every detailed element of these vintage 
tiled spaces, particularly from the 1920’s 
and 30’s, can now be reproduced affordably 
and authentically with materials from the 
Subway Mosaics collection. With unlimited 
glazes, tile patterns, and design options that 
work with the customer’s needs, achieving a 
stunning final product is an enjoyable process.

Heritage Tile proudly produces and 
assembles Subway Mosaics made-to-

order designs in the USA. More than just 
the tiles, we provide fields and trim, marble 
mouldings, borders, and more to ensure your 
mosaic project is complete. Our goal is to help 
maintain the vintage character in your home 
or public space, ensuring timeless quality for 
years to come.

Subway Mosaics Subway Mosaics - honor history and revitalize the past
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Define your Design
What inspires you? What patterns 
do you love? What colors inspire or 
compliment your space?

Order your Tile
Our designers will interpuret your 
information and provide shop 
drawings of your design. This may 
include refining to make sure that our 
drawings reflect your vision.

Your floor will be broken down into 
modules that can be repeated across 
your floor. Your design package will 
include a drawing for each module.

Send us your Information
Send us any images or information 
about your design inspiration. If you 
have any floor plans, we’d love to see 
those too! 

Anticipate Your Delivery 
Work with your tile installer to 
calculate how much of each module 
you require for your floor. We alwaus 
recommend that you order a few ectra 
sheets to cover any unforeseen issues 
that may come up.

Install your Tile
Because your floor will be assembled 
like a jigsaw puzzle, we highly 
recommend that your tile installer 
assembles the design before starting 
installation process. 

1

4

2

5

3

6

Made-to-order pricing will vary depending on shape, size and complexity of pattern.
To request a quote e-mail: sales@heritagetile.com

Project

Made-To-Order
3/4” Square Mosaic

Border

Goedert Residence
Date 08/06/2012
Drawn By A. Schoenherr
Scale 1/2" = 1"

Made-To-Order “Gingko Tree” Mosaic Border Module A 
sheet dimensions:  approx. 7-3/4” x 8-5/8”  
tesserae size & shape:  3/4“ squares
spacing:    approx. 1/16" [2mm]
tiles / sheet:   9 Forest tiles, 18 Light Yellow tiles, 27 Black tiles, 36 White tiles
thickness:    3/16" [4 mm]
material:    unglazed porcelain

7-3/4”

8-5/8”

Work with our Designers
Please send all information to sales@
heritagetile.com

This is a tailored service to provide you with a custom mosaic. We can create almost any design, whether it be replicating an original 
mosaic from a photograph, a historic catalog or even your own creation, the possibilities are limitless. A great source of inspiration for 
historic mosaic patterns is the Tile Heritage Foundation. They have collected many historic catalogs that demonstrate the boundless 
creativity of 19th century tilemakers.

We work with you through every step to
create your stunning mosaic floor

Subway Mosaics Subway Mosaics - Custom Mosaics
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Historically authentic through-body colors in unglazed porcelain.Selection of  six traditional shapes.

Step 2 - Color PaletteStep 1 - Shape

Note: Slight variations in color, shade, and finish are inherent in ceramic products and thickness may vary when combining mosaics of different shapes 
and dimensions. Please note that the Made-To-Order mosaics are pre-assembled to facilitate installation, however, we call upon the professional 
expertise of the installer to make the necessary adjustments in the field.

2” Hexagon

1”x2” 
Rectangle

2” Square *

3/4”  Penny

1” Hexagon

3/4” Square

Weighing up scale -
The choice of the shape dictates the scale 
of the mosaic. Working within a smaller 
space? Consider switching to a different 
tile shape. *Illustrated here: the same 
design is reinterpreted with 1”hexagons, 
¾” square and ¾” penny rounds.

Many applications -
Our unglazed porcelain is perfect for 
applications throughout your space, 
including showers. Slip resistance 
surpasses the ANSI A137.1 Wet 
Coefficient of Friction Test.

Designer advice:
   Weighing up scale

Subway Mosaics
Designer Series - Custom Patterns Designer Series - Custom Patterns

From simple to complex, the pattern brings palette and shape together in unlimited combinations. Subway Mosiac affords the opportunity to 
create a fitting design for your space, whether it is modern, traditional, or something in between. The mosaic patterns shown below have adorned 
the floors of buildings throughout American history, from Victorian, to Mid-Century Modern, to contemporary styles. Use our color palette to 
add some color or spark your own design. Our team will make your sketches come to life by providing drawings for your approval and building 
your modules to put together on-site.

Step 3 - Pattern

3/4” Square - Straight Joint 3/4” Square - Broken Joint 

1” x 2” Rectangle - Straight 1” x 2” Rectangle - Broken Harringbone

1” Hexagon 2” Hexagon 3/4” Penny Round

Basketweave2" Square

Basket Check Spiral Mirror Spiral

Subway Mosaics - Custom Mosaics

Get creative!
Get inspired with images of our installations at:

www.subwaymosaics.com/installations

Start creating and imagine the possibilities! 



WH
White

approx. RGB
216/207/190

CM
Cream
approx. RGB
205/190/165

LR
Light Gray

approx. RGB
187/180/167

LI
Linen

approx. RGB
173/152/130

RS
Rose

approx. RGB
195/160/157

OD
Orchid
approx. RGB
163/150/152

DK
Dark Gray

approx. RGB
127/118/110

BK
Black

approx. RGB
78/79/77

LY
Light Yellow

approx. RGB
202/180/138

LN
Lemon
approx. RGB
211/195/152

PH
Peach

approx. RGB
202/171/126

GD
Gold

approx. RGB
188/151/98

LG
Light Green

approx. RGB
163/175/152

CN
Celadon

approx. RGB
140/155/142

GN
Green

approx. RGB
118/139/129

OL
Olive

approx. RGB
111/119/95

TQ
Turquoise

approx. RGB
136/150/155

SL
Slate

approx. RGB
131/129/124

LB
Light Blue

approx. RGB
119/143/158

DM
Denim
approx. RGB
90/121/143

SN
Salmon
approx. RGB
174/137/120

CL
Carmel
approx. RGB

159/119/81

RD
Red

approx. RGB
123/78/67

CH
Chocolate

approx. RGB
111/82/72
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Pattern Borders

Doric Key - Border Module   (SMC20G10)
     shape:  3/4“ squares
     thickness:  1/8" [4 mm]
     material:  unglazed porcelain

6-7/8”

10-3/8”

Doric Greek Key - Straight Border
     color: Black and White
     shape:  3/4“ squares
Style# SMC20G10

9-1/2”

8-5/8”
6-7/8”

6-7/8”

6-7/8”

Doric Key - Outside Corner Module   (SMC20G11)
     shape:  3/4“ squares
     thickness:  1/8" [4 mm]
     material:  unglazed porcelain

Doric Greek Key - Outside Corner
     color: Black and White
     shape:  3/4“ squares
Style# SMC20G11

6”

6-7/8”6-7/8”

Doric Key - Inside Corner Module   (SMC20G12)
     shape:  3/4“ squares
     thickness:  1/8" [4 mm]
     material:  unglazed porcelain

Doric Greek Key - Inside Corner
     color: Black and White
     shape:  3/4“ squares
Style# SMC20G12

Doric Greek Key
     color: Black and White
     shape:  3/4“ squares

Corinthian Greek Key
     color: Black and White
     shape:  3/4" squares + 1" hexagon field
Straight Border: SMC20G30
Outside Corner: SMC20G31
Inside Corner: SMC20G32

Ginko Tree
     color: Black,White, Lt. Yellow, Green and Red
     shape:  3/4" squares
Straight Border 1: SMPPGT0A
Straight Border 2: SMPPGT0B
Outside Corner: SMPPGT01
Inside Corner: SMPPGT02

Extended Doric Key
     color: Red, Cream, Green and Caramel
     shape:  3/4" squares + 1" hexagon field
Straight Border: SMPPXD00
Outside Corner: SMPPXD01
Inside Corner: SMPPXD02

Gatsby
     color: Black, White, Lt. Gray, Green and Peach
     shape:  3/4" squares
Straight Border: SMPPGY0A
Outside Corner: SMPPGY01
Inside Corner: SMPPGY02

Subway Mosaics
Designer Series - Popular Patterns

For a quicker alternative to our Made-to-Order mosaics, we offer our standard pattern assortment.  These classic mosaic designs, comprised of a pattern 
border in combination with a pattern field, are found in American architectural period homes throughout history. Based on your room size, select the 
quantity of Straight Borders, Outside Corners and Inside Corners to complete the border in your room. Then select the quantity of Field Modules to 
complete your floor design. All patterns are available to order on our website and our Design Consultants are ready to assist you with any questions.

Details!
Dimensional drawings for all 
popluar designs can be seen at:   

www.subwaymosaics.com/
shop/category/popular-

patterns-86



Ionic Greek Key
     color: Black and White
     shape:  3/4" squares + 1" hexagon field
Straight Border: SMC20G20
Outside Corner: SMC20G21
Inside Corner: SMC20G22

Gatsby - Field Module
     color: Black and White
     shape:  3/4" squares
Style# SMPPGY00

Ginko Tree - Field Module
     color: White and Lt. Yellow
     shape:  3/4" squares
Style# SMPPGT00

Basketweave - Field Module
     color: Black and White
     shape:  1/2” squares + 1”x2” rectangles
Style# SMC50BW1

Pattern Fields

Solid Fields

Subway Mosaics - Popular Patterns
Designer Series - Popular Patterns

These Pattern Field Modules are available in combination with the Pattern Borders to complete your border style 
floor, or separately to have a wall-to-wall borderless style mosaic floor. All patterns are available to order on our 
website and our Design Consultants are ready to assist you with any questions.

All of our Classic Field Modules are also available to order in any solid color. Visit our website to see all of our many options.

Daisy - Field Module
     color: Black and White
     shape:  1" hexagon
Style# SMPPDY00

Extended Doric Key - Field Module
     color: Cream, Green and Red
     shape:  1" hexagon
Style# SMPPXDF0

Checkerboard - Field Module
     color: Black and White
     shape:  3/4" squares
Style# SMC25CB1

Doric Key
     shape:  3/4“ squares + 1” hexagon
     thickness:  1/8" [4 mm]
     material:  unglazed porcelain

Ionic Key
     shape:  3/4“ squares + 1” hexagon
     thickness:  1/8" [4 mm]
     material:  unglazed porcelain

CorinthianKey
     shape:  3/4“ squares + 1” hexagon
     thickness:  1/8" [4 mm]
     material:  unglazed porcelain
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Arctic & Charcoal through-body colors in unglazed porcelain.Selection of  four traditional shapes.

Step 2 - Color PaletteStep 1 - Shape

Note: Slight variations in color, shade, and finish are inherent in ceramic products and thickness may vary when combining mosaics of different shapes 
and dimensions. Please note that the Made-To-Order mosaics are pre-assembled to facilitate installation, however, we call upon the professional 
expertise of the installer to make the necessary adjustments in the field.

Subway Mosaics
Classic Series - Custom Patterns Classic Series - Custom Patterns

From simple to complex, the pattern brings the shapes in Arctic & Charcoal together in unlimited combinations. Subway Mosiac affords the 
opportunity to create a fitting design for your space, whether it is modern, traditional, or something in between. The mosaic patterns shown 
below have adorned the floors of buildings throughout American history, from Victorian, to Mid-Century Modern, to contemporary styles. Our 
team will make your sketches come to life by providing drawings for your approval and building your modules to put together on-site.

Step 3 - Pattern

3/4” Square - Straight Joint 3/4” Square - Broken Joint 1” Hexagon 2” Hexagon 3/4” Penny Round

Subway Mosaics - Custom Mosaics

Arctic Charcoal

2” Hexagon

3/4”  Penny

1” Hexagon

3/4” Square

Get creative!
Get inspired with images of our installations at:

www.subwaymosaics.com/installations

Start creating and imagine the possibilities! 
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Pattern Borders

Doric Greek Key - Straight Border
     color: Charcoal & Arctic
     shape:  3/4“ squares
Style# SMC20G10

Doric Greek Key - Outside Corner
     color: Charcoal & Arctic
     shape:  3/4“ squares
Style# SMC20G11

Doric Greek Key - Inside Corner
     color: Charcoal & Arctic
     shape:  3/4“ squares
Style# SMC20G12

Doric Greek Key
     color: Charcoal & Arctic
     shape:  3/4“ squares

Corinthian Greek Key
     color: Charcoal & Arctic
     shape:  3/4" squares + 1" hexagon field
Straight Border: SMC20G30
Outside Corner: SMC20G31
Inside Corner: SMC20G32

Subway Mosaics
Classic Series - Popular Patterns

For a quicker alternative to our Made-to-Order mosaics, we offer our standard pattern assortment.  These classic mosaic designs, comprised of a pattern 
border in combination with a pattern field, are found in American architectural period homes throughout history. Based on your room size, select the 
quantity of Straight Borders, Outside Corners and Inside Corners to complete the border in your room. Then select the quantity of Field Modules to 
complete your floor design. All patterns are available to order on our website and our Design Consultants are ready to assist you with any questions.

Ionic Greek Key
     color: Charcoal & Arctic
     shape:  3/4" squares + 1" hexagon field
Straight Border: SMC20G20
Outside Corner: SMC20G21
Inside Corner: SMC20G22

Greek Key - Field Module
     color: Arctic
     shape:  1” hexagon
Style# SMM25HE4

Doric Key - Field Module   (SMM25HEL)
     shape:  1” hexagon          tiles/sheet: 196 white (large grid) 
     thickness:  1/8" [4 mm]
     material:  unglazed porcelain

13-1/8”

14-3/4”
1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4
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13
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Pattern Fields

Subway Mosaics - Popular Patterns
Classic Series - Popular Patterns

These Pattern Field Modules are available in combination with the Pattern Borders to complete your border style 
floor, or separately to have a wall-to-wall borderless style mosaic floor. All patterns are available to order on our 
website and our Design Consultants are ready to assist you with any questions.

Daisy - Field Module
     color: Charcoal & Arctic
     shape:  1" hexagon
Style# SMPPDY00

Project

Made-To-Order
1” Hex Mosaic Field

Robert McDu�
Date 5/30/2018
Drawn By S.Venecek
Scale 1/2" = 1"

Daisy Field Module 
sheet dimensions:  approx. 11-5/8” x 11-1/4”  
tesserae size & shape:  1“ hexagons
spacing:     approx. 3/32" [2mm]
tiles / sheet:     126 White tiles, 6 Black tiles
thickness:     1/8" [4 mm]
material:    unglazed porcelain

DISCLAIMER NOTE:  
This drawing is an artistic interpretation of the 

general appearance of the design. It is not meant to 
be an exact rendition.  Slight variations in color, 

shade, and �nish are inherent in ceramic products 
and thickness may vary when combining mosaics of 

di�erent shapes and dimensions. Please note that the 
Made-to-order mosaics are pre-assembled to 

facilitate installation, however, we call upon the 
professional expertise of the installer to make the 

necessary adjustments in the �eld. 

11-1/4”

11-5/8”

       1         2             3            4            5             6             7            8            9            10           11

1           

2         

3       

4         

5       

6          

7       

8         

9       

Signature___________________________Date___________

10

11

12

Checkerboard Field Module
Large Grid
sheet dimensions:  approx. 13-3/4” x 13-3/4”  
tesserae size & shape:  3/4“ squares
spacing:    approx. 3/32" [2mm]
tiles / sheet:   128 White tiles, 128 Black tiles
thickness:    1/8" [4 mm]
material:    unglazed porcelain

13-3/4”

13-3/4”

Project

Made-To-Order
3/4” Square Mosaic

Field

MTO Mosaic
Date 01/22/2014
Drawn By A. Schoenherr
Scale 1/2" = 1"

DISCLAIMER NOTE:  
This drawing is an artistic interpretation of the 

general appearance of the design. It is not meant to 
be an exact rendition.  Slight variations in color, 

and thickness may vary when combining mosaics of 

Made-to-order mosaics are pre-assembled to 
facilitate installation, however, we call upon the 

professional expertise of the installer to make the 

Checkerboard - Field Module
     color: Charcoal & Arctic
     shape:  3/4" squares
Style# SMC25CB1

Solid Fields
All of our Classic Field Modules are also available to order in any solid color, and ready for quick shipment. Visit our website to see all of our many options.

Doric Key - Border Module   (SMC20G10)
     shape:  3/4“ squares
     tiles/sheet: 60 Black tiles, 36 White tiles
     thickness:  1/8" [4 mm]
     material:  unglazed porcelain

6-7/8”

10-3/8”

LARGE GRID - 2 UNIT PER SHEET

9-1/2”

8-5/8”
6-7/8”

6-7/8”

6-7/8”

Doric Key - Outside Corner Module   (SMC20G11)
     shape:  3/4“ squares
     tiles/sheet: 66 Black tiles, 38 White tiles
     thickness:  1/8" [4 mm]
     material:  unglazed porcelain

REGULAR GRID - 1 UNIT PER SHEET

6”

6-7/8”

Doric Key - Inside Corner Module   (SMC20G12)
     shape:  3/4“ squares
     tiles/sheet: 30 black, 26 white
     thickness:  1/8" [4 mm]
     material:  unglazed porcelain

LARGE GRID - 4 UNIT PER SHEET

Doric Key
     shape:  3/4“ squares + 1” hexagon
     thickness:  1/8" [4 mm]
     material:  unglazed porcelain

Ionic Key
     shape:  3/4“ squares + 1” hexagon
     thickness:  1/8" [4 mm]
     material:  unglazed porcelain

CorinthianKey
     shape:  3/4“ squares + 1” hexagon
     thickness:  1/8" [4 mm]
     material:  unglazed porcelain

Details!
Dimensional drawings for all 
popluar designs can be seen at:   

www.subwaymosaics.com/
shop/category/popular-

patterns-86
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LC SCRIPT

PALMER

LEAN

NEWTON

STEP

SHALLOW

POCO

PENNY DROP

Subway Mosaics - Custom Mosaics
Font Series - Custom Pattern

BLOCK SHADOW

CAP BLOCK

CALIFORNIA

A.M.

GOOD

HISTORIC No.1

HEX BLOCK

FINCH

3D CAP BLOCK

COFFEE

DATA

D-LUX

HISTORIC No.3

LAUBER

HISTORIC No.4

HISTORIC No.2

Are you ready to take your design to the next level? Our wide range of made-to-order fonts are perfect for authenticating the period home 
or adding interest to a modern space.

If you have a project, we can make it happen. Contact one of our design consultants today to make your vision become a reality.

Subway Mosaics
Font Series - Custom Pattern

Subway Mosaics - Custom Fonts
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Inspiration
Durable, versatile and affordable mosaics have been used for more than 100 years in 
American architecture. Creating historically inspired mosaic patterns is still possible 
with Subway Mosaics. The vintage floors of pre-war homes and buildings can be re-
created today. Versatile, the variety of colors and shapes available allow for creative 
expression of any pattern that architects or designers can dream up. A practical 
solution to create spaces celebrating history and breathing new life into the past.
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Subway Mosaics - Design Resources

Base Cove and Inside Corner Mirror Surround and Shelf Supports

Our Project Guide Codex is your guide to all things 
Subway Ceramics and how to implement this historically acurate 
system of products into your project.  The guide book has all the 
references, options and installation CADs you will need to create a 
new design or restore a historic space. See our Project Design Guide in 
the Resources & Tools tab on our website.

Our historic tile is beautifully crafted with design, tradition and 
functionality in mind. Whether you’re looking for a classic design or want 
to use historically authentic tile for a more modern installation, we’ve got 
the tools to help you achieve your dream space.

HERITAGETILE.COM: 
Our website provides an optimal viewing experience for 
architects and interior designers. Catalogs, design guides, 
assembly diagrams, inspiration images, and test certification  s 
are right at your fingertips. This easy-to-access information is 

designed to help you evaluate, present, and select inspiring tile solutions 
for your projects. You can also easily order sample books and cards to 
review our colors and product quality first-hand.

SAMPLE PROGRAM:
No two projects are alike. We offer resources to meet the 
unique design challenges of your space. Our Sample Books 
and Cards are a hands-on way to see the quality, beauty and 
character of our product. Request our sample books and cards 
to keep in your material library for reference.

DESIGN CONSULTANTS:
Consider Heritage Tile as your partner committed to the 
success of your project. We sincerely care about our craft, and 
are eager to share our experience and design resources with 
you. Design Consultants are here to assist you from concept 

and design, to installation and maintenance.  We will answer questions 
and keep you updated with new products, exciting projects and design 
inspiration. Our commitment is always to you, feel free to reach out with 
design questions, sample requests, or order specifications. We are ready to 
help.

EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT:
Continue your education with Heritage Tile. Our AIA/IDCEC 
accredited CEU programs offer something for everyone. 
Whether you are interested in the dynamic changes of thought 

and design at the turn of the century, or are curious how a 16th century 
Japanese aesthetic is connected to Frank Lloyd Wright, we have a course 
for you.

Subway Mosaics
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UNGLAZED PORCELAIN MOSAIC TILE INSTALLATION AND CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Please read these Installation and Care Instructions carefully before you begin. This information will help 
insure life-long enjoyment of your UNGLAZED PORCELAIN MOSAIC TILE installation.

DAMAGE/FREIGHT CLAIMS:
Please inspect all material for damage. If you find extensive damage, contact Heritage Tile immediately so 
we can help you file a claim with your freight carrier.

SETTING MATERIALS & METHODS:
We recommend you use a high quality polymer modified (Latex) Thin Set Mortar. For additional 
information, please consult the Tile Council of America’s HANDBOOK FOR CERAMIC TILE.

INSTALLATION:
For more information call the TCA at (864) 646-8453 or email them at literature@tileusa.com.

MARKING TILES:
Care should be taken during the measuring and marking process to protect against hard-to- remove marks 
and stains. We recommend masking tiles or using a pre-grout coating to guard against unwanted marks.

SEALING YOUR TILE:
We highly recommend that a high quality penetrating sealer be used before and after grouting. Pre-grout 
sealing (applied as a grout release) is most critical with unglazed porcelain to help in the removal of grout 
residue from the textured tile surface. Seal grout lines once the grout has cured fully by following the grout 
and sealer manufacturer’s instructions.

CARE & MAINTENANCE:
Please consult your tile installer regarding care and maintenance of your tile installation. For routine 
cleaning we recommend a neutral pH cleaner that removes dirt and soil buildup from tile such as mild 
non-acidic and non-abrasive soap. For heavy-duty cleaning we recommend an alkaline-based cleaner 
appropriate for degreasing and removing wax.

For additional information, contact one of these companies considered industry leaders in the manufacture 
of products for the protection and maintenance of tile and stone:
- Miracle Sealants (www.miraclesealants.com) or call (800) 350-1901 ext. 3013
- Aqua Mix (www.aquamix.com) or call (800) 366-6877

Subway Mosaics - Installation Guide

For more information: refer to the TCNA Manual (Tile 
Council of North America), current edition for tile 
installation standards and methods.

Substrate Preparation Tile Installation

Tile Installation Tile Installation

Seal Grout

Remove Face Tape*

Tile Layout 1
Prepare all surfaces to be completely flat & level to 
avoid irregularities. For any wet or humid areas the use 
of CBUs are recommended. For any other conditions, 
substrates made of gypsum board are appropriate.

2
Dry laying the tile is recommended. Adjust the pattern 
and cut the tiles to fit the space. Number the sheets and 
stack them for quick and correct installation.

3a
Apply mortar using a 1/8”- 3/16” V-notch or U-notch 
trowel for tiles 2”or smaller. Work 2-4 square foot sec-
tion at a time to prevent mortar skim over.

3b
Lay one sheet at a time. Check alignment and consis-
tency of spacing between sheets.

3c
Use a grout float, speed square or block of wood to push 
tiles flat into mortar while setting. Repeat step 3 until all 
sheets are laid. Let dry.

4
Wait a minimum of 12 hours before removing face tape. 
Pull plastic off at the horizontal (against tile). A heat gun 
can be used 6-8 inches from floor to loosen bond.

5
Use water to remove any hazing or residue. Seal all por-
celain tile and allow to dry a minimum of 12 hours.

6
Use sanded grout, keep grout float flat with tile surface, 
do not overwipe and create shallow joints. Wait 72 hours 
for curing. Reseal all tile/grout as needed.

Subway Mosaics
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America’s Heritage Tilework

EST. 2006
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Subway Ceramics - America's Heritage Tilework
TIMELESS DESIGN
Realize your design intent with a space that reflects your own personal style, a style that is both fresh and enduring. Avoid the perennial fashions 
that can impart a dated quality to your work.  Rediscover the creative freedom by imaging new renditions of these traditional tile forms.

AUTHENTIC DETAILS
Discover how to create an elegant, 3-dimensional space without the mitered, cut-to-fit look of conventional tile installations.  Restore the original 
character to your period home or devise a place and time for your next hospitality project.  Partner with us and we will help you make it happen.

Subway Ceramics
TRUE CRAFTSMANSHIP
Choose from a wide assortment of color palettes and finishes: classic white glazes, translucent crackle glazes, soft satin glazes, bright gloss 
glazes, or antiqued crackle glazes. 

PERIOD PALETTES
Organized by architectural period palettes, Subway Ceramics offers just the right set of options for your subway tile project. Dial into an 
aesthetic movement, from the Classic Subway Style to the Bungalow, Cottage, Cosmo or Atomic age to recreate a century of architectural 
period styles.  With a vast array of glazes, the Subway Ceramics collection offers exceptional design versatility to suit any subway tile project.
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21 Crackle White

The Classic Subway Tile glaze palette reproduces the classic Victorian-era colors in a deep, translucent finish. Subway tile was originally 
designed using a gloss white finish on field tile and corner mouldings, but deeper and richer colors were introduced once the style gained 
popularity in homes and businesses around the USA. Use these glazes as a simple accent through an elegant white field, or create a lavish 
surface when used as your field glaze. Truly timeless!

16 Satin Ivory15 Satin White

Classic Subway Series - White & Black Glazes

11 Gloss Bone14 Gloss Avalon

10 Gloss White 12 Gloss Bianco 99 Gloss Black

92 Satin Black

91 Crackle BlackC0 Victoria White C1 Cottage White

Classic Subway Series
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Classic Subway Series - Translucent Crackle Glazes

32 Butter

43 Khaki

63 Ginger

54 Leather

41 Heather Grey

31 Blush

71 Garnett

Classic Subway Series

33 Sky Blue

53 Midnight Blue

62 Lagoon Blue

42 Celadon

61 Emerald Green

52 Hunter Green

51 Marine Blue
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The Bungalow Tile glaze palette includes soft, satin finishes and hues steeped in the Arts & Crafts tradition. Colors like Seafoam, 
Sunbeam and Tea Rose were inspired by the chinaware sinks and ceramic accessories that we discovered at antique fairs. Add a delicate 
charm to your space with these historic glazes.

92 Satin Black

B0 Mockingbird Grey

15 Satin White 16 Satin Ivory

Bungalow Series - Satin Glazes

B3 SunbeamYellow

B7 Moonshine

B1 Tea Rose B2 Seafoam Green

B6 SageleafGreen

B4 Watercolor Blue

B8 Gunmetal Blue

B5 Pinecone Brown

Bungalow Series
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Cottage Series - Stained Satin Crackle Glazes
The unique Cottage Subway Tile palette features a stained satin crackle finish that harmonizes perfectly with your Cottage-style space. 
These pastel colors add a calm atmosphere to a room, and are beautifully paired with floral accent pieces. Quintessentially charming!

C0 Victorian White

C3 Seaside

C1 Cottage White

C4 Bluebell C5 Orchid

C2 Sweet Cream

C6 Oyster

Battery Maritime Building - NYC
6x6 tile in Cottage White

Cottage Series
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Atomic Series - Satin Glazes
The Atomic Subway Tile collection extends our timeline to the mid-century period in American architectural design. The collection pays 
homage to the exuberance of notable American designers with a color palette inspired by the bright hues of 1950’s Fiestaware and the 
softer shades of Formica Boomerang countertops. A low-luster satin finish delivers a surface with character and energy into your space.

A3 Satin Chartreuse

A7 Satin Turquoise

A1 Satin Atomic A2 Satin Mango

A4 Satin Rose A5 Satin Lucky

A8 Satin PowderA6 Satin Aqua

A0 Satin Storm

92 Satin Black15 Satin White 16 Satin Ivory

Atomic Series
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Cosmo Series - Gloss Glazes
The Cosmo Tile glaze series is a love letter to the modern era of architecture. Shades ranging from rich and moody to soft and pastel 
evokes the spirit of this design period. The gloss finish is perfect for any area of your home.

74 Gloss Concorde Blue 84 Gloss Apricot

87  Gloss Artichoke

83 Gloss Pomegranate

85 Gloss Eggplant 86 Gloss Earl Gray

80 Gloss Primrose 82 Gloss Julep81 Gloss Celeste

Cosmo Series
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